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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The striped bass (Morone saxatilis) is a member of the temperate bass 

family. Originally found in the oceans and estuaries along the Atlantic coast from 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the St. Johns River in Florida, and in the Gulf of Mexico 

from Florida to Louisiana and parts of Texas The fish itself is long and slender, and 

is usually 3.5-4 times longer than it is wide. Coloration is a silvery-white, with long 

horizontal bands of black from the gills to the tail. 

Original populations of native striped bass are pelagic in nature, meaning 

that they live most of their lives in open water rather than along the shore Still, they 

never venture too far from shore, and are easily catchable from the beaches of the 

Atlantic coast. During spawning, striped bass exhibit anadromous behavior. They 

swim far up into rivers that deposit into the ocean, and spawning grounds are in the 

freshwater-saltwater mixes of estuaries within the rivers. Fecundity is high, with 

larger females depositing more than 5 million eggs for the males to fertilize. The 

eggs flow slowly down the river while developing, and when bom, the fry inhabit the 

estuary areas just upstream from the ocean. 

Striped bass mature rather quickly in their lifespan, and reach sexual 

maturity is as fast as two years, while average age of sexual maturity is around three 

years. During their lifetime, which can last in excess of 15 years in many cases, the 



striped bass moves up and down along the coastline, but spawns in the same areas, if 

not in the same rivers, as it was bom. 

Aggressive predation and large size are two key characteristics that make 

the striped bass a sought after fish for recreational purposes This, coupled with the 

fact that many spawning grounds have been closed due to damming and other 

industrial pursuits, pushed the original striped bass populations down to record lows 

in the middle part of this century. However, regulations to protect the striped bass 

have had some dramatic effects, and the original areas which the striped bass 

inhabited are quickly returning to acceptable levels. 

Also helping in the proliferation of the striped bass are stocking programs 

on the West Coast, and also in freshwater lakes. However, due to the lack of 

spawning areas in many lakes, the striped bass' rate of natural reproduction has 

remained at little or no recruitment. This has still not stopped the stocking programs 

Currently, striped bass are being introduced in lakes and rivers from Maine to 

California However, one of the largest introduction programs occurs in Texas 

Since its inception in 1967, the stocking rates in Texas reservoirs have increased 

fifteen fold. Because of this, Texas striped bass fisheries have taken on many unique 

characteristics as a unique natural resource within the state. Also, the regions in and 

around Texas reservoirs created regional economies that revolve around the fishery, 

and many economic activities have arisen because of them. 

The purpose of this paper is threefold. First, it will cover some important 

theories of natural resource use, depletion, and regulation over time Second, it will 



study the Texas striped bass within the contexts of these earlier theories, and adapt 

the theories to better suit the study of striped bass. Within this section, it will also 

cover the striped bass reservoir as a regional economy, and discuss the activities that 

go on because of the fishery. Finally, it will discuss problems that must be addressed 

before a further study of the economic impacts of striped bass fisheries can be done 

The recreational fishery that has developed in Texas for striped bass is unlike any 

other fishery within the state, and hopefully, through what has been researched in 

this paper, a better understanding of "striped bass economics" can be achieved. 



CHAPTER n 

GENERAL NATURAL RESOURCE MODELS 

In order to study in some detail the Texas striped bass fishery as a 

recreational fishery, three important areas of general natural resources theory must 

first be well covered. This chapter will build a general framework using theories 

and models of natural resource economics. It will begin with general theories of 

natural resources, including the ideas of property rights, discount rates, and 

biological versus economic yields. The second section will focus on renewable and 

nonrenewable natural resources, optimal versus policy control, and cover the 

different policies used by policymakers to regulate the use of natural resources 

such as fisheries.. The final section will cover the Howe model of natural resource 

depletion as it relates to fisheries. Examples within this section will mainly focus 

on fisheries, so that one can better understand how these general theories of 

natural resources relate to fisheries resources. With the theoretical basis and 

examples included within this chapter, a better evaluation of the policies of Texas 

striped bass fisheries will be possible. 

General Theories of Natural Resources 
and Economics 

In order to start a study of Texas striped bass fisheries, one must cover the 

general principles involved in the non-renewable natural resources market. The 



first theory, that of property rights, should be considered the basis of all studies of 

natural resource depletion. Property rights are composed of four important 

characteristics, those being exclusivity, enforceability, divisibility, and 

transferability. Exclusivity of a right is an important distinguishing characteristic of 

property rights. A private property right, for example, gives exclusive power over 

the use of a resource to the owner of that resource. On the other hand, common 

property resources are nonexclusive, meaning anyone is free to use the resource at 

their will. This concept is known as open access. No one can prevent others from 

appropriating use of the resource, and therefore the resource can yield returns to 

whomever seeks them. 

Enforceability refers to the idea that the owner of a resource can deny entry 

or access to the use of a resource, and can also designate who may capture the 

benefits, or rents, of the use of the resource. This is an important characteristic 

when it comes to private property rights, but is an integral factor not in the use of 

common property resources, but in the management of common property 

resources by the government or some other institution. 

Two final concepts of property rights that must be included is that of 

divisibility and transferability. Divisibility gives the owner of a resource the right 

to divide the resource into as many parts as possible, for use by as many parties as 

deemed fit. However, this concept becomes somewhat vague when it comes to 

resources, such as fishing rights, that are difficult to divide geographically. If an 

owner gives ten different fishermen a ten acre area of a one hundred acre lake, the 



boundaries mean very little. Factors such as fish migration and area depths may 

cause one fisherman to have excellent fish populations, while others have areas 

where no fish may live. This makes the geographical designation of areas of little 

or no real value. 

Also, a property right must include transferability. That is, the owner must 

be able to transfer ownership or management of the resource to another person or 

institution. Private owners have the right to sell their property, such as a private 

lake on someone's land. Common property resources, on the other hand, cannot 

be sold by the managers, because managers do not own the resource, but only 

oversee the use of it. 

Sustainable Yields in Biological 
and Economic Models 

Before looking in depth at a fisheries model, one must be able to 

distinguish between the ideas of maximum biological yields, and maximum 

economic yield. To better understand this comparison, we will focus on an 

example of an imaginary fishery. Lake Lubbock, and the striped bass population 

contained within it. Lake Lubbock biologists estimate that the maximum 

supportable population of striped bass within its waters is 20,000. If the 

population exceeds that number, competition will be too high for food, habitat, 

etc., and the population will decline until it finally reaches 20,000 again However, 

this does not give insight as to the dynamic growth of the striped bass in Lake 



Lubbock. With no reproduction possible within the striped bass population in 

Lake Lubbock, the growth rate would obviously be zero or negative, depending on 

whether or not mortality rates are assumed to be positive or not However, this is 

very rarely the case, and the recharge rates of the fish must be taken into account 

By looking at the growth rate as compared to biomass offish within the lake in 

Figure 2.1, the optimal biological yield can be determined. 

When the instantaneous rate of growth is compared to the current stocks of 

fish, each point along the curve represents a sustainable yield offish for a given 

stock size reached without fishing pressure. The point C is known as the carrying 

capacity of the lake (in the Lake Lubbock example, 20,000). The biological 

equilibrium will occur in two places. The first, where stock and growth equal 

zero, is the first. However, the second and more important point of equilibrium is 

the carrying capacity of the lake at C, as discussed earlier. At this point, the stock 

will be maintained with positive numbers offish within Lake Lubbock 

This situation is a simple starting point, but becomes much more 

complicated when fishing pressure is added to the model, as in Fig. 2.2. Because 

of the depletion of the fishing stock due to fishing, the biological equilibrium 

changes over time. To model this addition, a few new assumptions must be added 

First, entry into the fishery must be a costless activity. Also, rates of harvest are 

not yet set. Finally, discounting of future harvests will not yet occur. With 

common property rights, three points on the graphs become important. First is the 

point OA, where the maximum net yield occurs. At this point, the marginal 



product of fishing effort is equal to the marginal cost of fishing effort, and profits 

are maximized. At point OB, total yield is maximized, and the marginal product of 

fishing effort is zero. At this point, the maximum sustainable yield is achieved If 

this level is achieved, the stock over time will not be affected, but any more fishing 

success and the number offish in Lake Lubbock will decrease more and more each 

year The final point, OC, is where total revenues equal to total costs. At this 

point, no profits can be made by fishing, and the high level of fishing causes the 

yield offish, as well as the stock offish, to decrease over time. 

In this situation, the biological equilibrium will be where the stock offish is 

maintained, point OB. This is simple, but the biologists leave out the economic 

aspects of fishing this lake. At point OA, MPfc = MCfe , and the rents associated 

with this point (the area of the larger shaded rectangle) are positive. Since the 

resource is a common property resource, fishermen can capture these rents if they 

fish beyond this point. Because of this, the amount of fishing effort will increase, 

and move down the graph. When it reaches point OB, the amount of rents has 

decreased, but is still more than zero. So, at this point, even though an increase in 

fishing effort will lead to a decrease of the fish stocks over time, people will still 

fish beyond this point on Lake Lubbock in hopes of capturing the rents When the 

amount of fishing effort finally reaches point OC, the total revenues from fishing 

will equal the total costs of fishing, and the economic equilibrium will be reached 

Fishing beyond this point will be useless, because the rents have run out, and there 

is no incentive to put in any more fishing effort. 
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So, in the above situation, with fishing pressure, the biological yield would 

equal the optimal yield (OB), but the economic yield would be different Because 

of free access into the market, the rents are available to anyone who wants to fish 

for it (literally), and the extra fishing for the rents will push the economic 

equilibrium down to the point OC, where the stock will be depleted over time 

Even though the optimal point is at OB, common property rights sets the rents 

free, and the optimal point is passed over for the point where TR = TC, and the 

Lake Lubbock is exploited for its rents. 

Discount Rates and Resource Depletion 

Another problem arises when future values of resources are discounted 

over time. In the case of a fishery, a policy may call for the constant harvest of 

fishes over time by a certain value. For example, if the harvest offish is set at 

$25,000 per year for the next ten years, the value offish caught is constant 

However, when values are discounted for the future values are not worth as much, 

because of inflation, a drop in the value offish, or positive time factors which 

discounts future values of all utilities derived from future consumption. A graphic 

interpretation of this is seen in figure 2.3. 

Another way to discount for the future is to discount the value of the 

stock. The problem with this is that different individuals or institutions discount 

the stock at different rates. Generally, the higher the discount rate (r), the faster 

the resource is depleted. The reasoning behind this is that is future rates are 



heavily discounted, the more value the resource has in the present, and the more it 

is harvested in the present. On the other hand, when amenity values, the depletion 

of the stock, and other conservational aspects are taken into account, the less the 

resource is discounted, and the less incentive there is to deplete the resource in the 

present. Different institutions interpret the discount rates of resources in different 

ways, but a general pattern is usually present. Government discount rates tend to 

be highest, followed by individuals, and then society as a whole, or 

(roov > rpRi > rsoc) 

In general, the government discounts resources the most. This is because 

elected officials see the future in the context of their time left in office. If the 

fiiture is looked at in terms of less than 5 years, the general idea for the elected 

official is to use up the resource over the 5 year period, because after that time, 

he/she will not have any control over the resource. The main focus is, in a sense, 

to "get it out while you still can". 

Another discount rate applies to the individual, and is known as the private 

discount rate. Individual users of the resource discount the resource less than that 

of the government, but are not the most conservation minded of the groups 

Individuals cannot capture the rents involved with the resource, and they cannot 

realize the amenity values associated with conservation of the resource However, 

they can discount the resource over a longer time period, thus lowering their 

discount rate to less than that of the government. 
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The most conservation minded of institutions is the public as a whole, 

known in the above example as society. Society can recognize all of the amenity 

values of the conservation of the resource, and the rents can be controlled, so 

society will see future values of the resource as the highest of the three groups 

For this reason, they will discount the future values of the resource the least, thus 

conserving the resource the most over all time periods. 

So, for the most part, there is not one unique discount rate for a resource. 

Different institutions recognize different aspects of resource values and time 

periods, and because of this, many discount rates exist. The use of the resource 

over time will vary depending on the owner or controller of the resource. This 

subject will be discussed in greater detail later in the paper, and problems with the 

general idea of discounting will be addressed. 

Optimal and Policy Controls in Fisheries Resources 

Attention should now be turned away from the general theories of natural 

resources economics to fisheries economics and the idea of optimal versus policy 

control. In general, optimal,control of a resource is, in many cases, impossible to 

achieve. This is compounded in the fisheries industry because of the 

unpredictability offish recharge from year to year due to environmental factors and 

externalities. Optimal control implies that the owner or controller of a resource 

allocates the depletion offish stocks over time in an optimal way. The owner sees 

the values of the rents involved, and assures that these rents are not captured by 
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fishermen. This idea is good in theory, but almost impossible in practice This is 

why policy control plays such a large role in the allocation of resources in real 

rather than ideal situations 

Policv Control of Natural Resources 

Policy control, simply defined, is control over the use and depletion of a 

resource through policy measures and regulation. This implies that the manager, 

or policymaker, for a particular resource has no autonomous control over the 

resource, but can only restrict resource depletion through certain restrictions. 

However, this power does include the closure of a resource to all users. The 

policymakers, in effect, are regulators of a resource for others, but cannot really 

save the resource for their own use. One non fisheries example of this closure of a 

resource was the Minnesota government's closure of pheasant season in 1970. In 

1969, an extremely harsh winter hit the upper midwest, and much of the pheasant 

population was killed due to hunting and the weather. With populations to be at a 

never before reached low, the government closed the season on pheasants for one 

year. This gave the Minnesota pheasant stocks a year or recover through natural 

reproduction, and pheasant populations recovered enough to be hunted again in 

I97I. Through the use of policies, the Minnesota government was able to save the 

stocks of pheasant, and although the closure most likely caused a hardship on the 

economies of the pheasant hunting areas in the form of lost tourist revenues, 

decreased demand for hunting equipment, etc., the future values of pheasant 
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hunting revenues were maintained This was a rather drastic measure, but as will 

be seen later in the examination of Texas striped bass fisheries, it is not a policy 

imique to the Minnesota pheasant situation, and there exists many other types of 

policy control that may be a burden to fishermen and related economic activities, 

but are essential for resource stock maintenance over time. 

Tvpes of Policv Control 

Policy control of natural resources falls into two main categories. The first 

is taxation. By the term taxation, most people think of a per unit or ad valorem tax 

on purchases. This, however is not always the case. Taxation, in this area, takes 

on three forms. The first is simply a tax on the amount of the resource harvested. 

For the purpose of examples, fish harvests will be used. When fish are harvested, 

the manager of the resource has many options of direct taxation on the fishermen 

First, the manager can impose a tax on the numbers offish harvested. This tax will 

raise the total costs (TC) incurred by the fishermen, thus reducing the number of 

fishermen that participate in harvest. 

Second, the managei; can tax the fishermen on the weight of their catch. 

This is a much more common practice than a tax on numbers offish, because it is 

easier to administer. Again, this acts as a direct tax on the harvest by fishermen, 

raising TC, and reducing the fishermen's numbers. Through taxation on catch, 

managers of a resource are able to restrict access to a fishery, or on fishing effort 

This type of taxation will decrease the numbers of users of the resource, but some 
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other issues must be brought up. First, the increase in taxation may cause the 

users to fish even more to cover the tax and keep their profits up. If the users only 

have to pay a tax on numbers or weight with no other restrictions, they need only 

to increase their catch to cover the tax. This is where the next form of policy 

control, that of limits, comes into play. 

The second form of policy control is that of limits or quotas. These types 

of control take on many forms. The first, and most common in recreational 

fisheries, is a limit on the numbers offish caught. The best example of this is that 

of black bass in Texas reservoirs. A person is allowed to take no more than 5 

bass in a day, even less in some lakes. In addition, no one person may have more 

than 10 bass in possession at any time. 

Another limit on fish is a limit on sizes and weights. The first limit of this 

kind is a minimum or maximum size limit. In order to keep the breeding stocks 

healthy, fishermen are often restricted to catching the larger fish. In Texas lakes, 

for example, the minimum length for a black bass that can be kept is 14 inches. 

This keeps the smaller, more productive breeding fish in the lake, and populations 

are kept higher than without the minimum length limit. Also, there may be what 

is known as a slot limit on fish. With a slot limit in effect, fishermen are allowed to 

keep fish that fall within a specific size or weight range. This is very prevalent in 

many lakes, and can be very useful. In 1947 in Utah, many smaller lakes had an 

abundance of black bass in the 15 to 18 inch range, but smaller numbers in the 5 to 

8 pound range. With an increase in the demand for fishing following World war II, 
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Utah saw a very sharp decrease in their stocks of large fish With a slot hmit, 

anglers would have caught only the smaller fish (15 to 18 inches) that were still 

considered good size, protected the larger fish, and also kept the most successful 

breeding stocks intact. This would have saved what became a decimated stock of 

large fish in Utah. 

The third form of policy control involves both taxation and limits, are more 

directed toward the fishermen, and do not directly involve the fish For this 

reason, they will be called indirect policy measures, and include licenses, seasons, 

geographic fishing zones, and equipment taxation. 

Licenses are the most common indirect taxation in practice. The idea is 

simple. In order to fish, either commercially or recreationally, a person or firm 

must purchase a license from the managers of the fisheries resource. Licenses 

generally fall into two categories; species offish, and geographic locations of 

fisheries. The first is a license to catch fish by specific species One example of 

this is the Texas law that states anyone that is to fish for trout must purchase a 

trout stamp in addition to the regular Texas fishing license. Also, licenses may tie 

fishermen to a specific area. For instance, in order to fish in any state, one must 

purchase a specific state license, either recreational or commercial, to fish within 

that state's waters and coastal areas Because of the ease in implementation, 

hcenses are the most common of policy controls for the protection of fisheries 

resources. 
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Another type of indirect control of resources is taxation and limitation of 

equipment. Taxation takes on two forms The first is a direct tax, usually in the 

form of a sales tax, on equipment used for fish harvest. For example, boaters in 

some states must pay an extra tax on their boats when purchased, and also an extra 

sales tax is added to fishing supplies such as nets, lures, and other equipment. This 

is intended to raise the TC of fishing in order to curb yearly harvests. The other 

type of taxation is a yearly inspection and/or registration of boats through state 

wildlife agencies. Inspection of boats serves two purposes. First, it forces 

fishermen to keep their boats clean, and their pollution levels down. This lowers 

the probability of fishkill due to pollutants and keeps the water quality high 

Second, it adds costs to the fishermen's TC at all levels, again in an attempt to 

restrict access to the resource. 

Limitations that do not directly deal with fish fall into three categories. 

They are geographic limits, seasonal limits, and equipment limits. Each plays a 

different but equally important role in resource management. On a large scale, 

countries may claim marine waters as their territory, and limit access to these 

waters to citizens of that country. Originally, the limit of a country's control was a 

12 mile distance from shore. However, upon discovery of large fish populations in 

deeper water up to 200 miles from shore, the limit was changed to 200 miles of 

control. This 200 mile zone contains almost all of the world's fisheries 

populations, and its extension is a good example of countries trying to capture the 
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rents associated with a common property resource through takeover and control of 

that resource area. 

Another type of limit not involving actual harvest offish is the concept of 

seasons. By declaring fishing for species offish illegal during some parts of the 

year, usually the spawning season, the fish stocks within a specific species, or even 

an entire ocean, may be maintained. Spawning season is the best example of 

closure of a season. When fish are beginning spawn, the females are nearly 

bursting with eggs. If a female is caught before she has had a chance to release her 

eggs, not only does that female become part of the loss of stock, but a potentially 

large future population of the stock has also been lost in the form of her eggs. By 

closing harvest to spawning seasons offish, future stocks are protected immensely. 

The final limit type not involving fish harvest is limits on the type of 

equipment used in harvest. The reasons for these types of limits are many. First, 

some harvest nets, such as gill nets, do not discriminate between types of fishes. 

This becomes a problem in marine fisheries because of the accidental capture and 

killing of protected species, such as porpoises and endangered fishes. Second, 

some equipment is harmful to the environment if lost. A large gill net made of 

polymer (much like that of recreational fishing lines), if lost, may capture and kill 

fish for years as it floats, thus reducing the stocks of many fish species without 

benefiting the users of the fishery. By restricting the use of certain fishing 

techniques or equipment, both fish and fishermen can be better off. 
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Goals of PoUcv Control 

The goals of policy control fall into two categories First, poUcy controls 

drive up the TC to fishermen for the use of the resource ff the cost of fishing is 

not free, the number of fishermen or fishing effort will decrease. Through 

taxation, both direct and indirect, people will be forced out of the market for the 

resource, and the fewer the users, the easier the resource is to manage. Second, 

policy controls restrict the possible amount of fishing effort that users can employ 

Through seasonal limits, time limits, and other policies, the number of hours per 

year that the users are entitled to fish is lowered, and in turn, the amount offish the 

users can catch in a year is lowered as well. Put simply, if a person can only fish 

thirty weeks per year, he will catch less than he would if he were allowed to fish 

fifty weeks per year. Finally, policy controls limit the diversity of harvests. 

Through size, number, weight, and slot limits, fishermen are limited in their ability 

to harvest fish, thus keeping the stocks at higher levels than if the limits did not 

exist. 

Problems With Policv Control 

Policy regulations are, as stated earlier, the most important aspect in the 

management of common property resources. However, these regulations do have 

weaknesses as well as strengths. The essential question of these policies is their 

effectiveness. Generally, the regulations that are most useful seem to be those that 

affect the total amount of effort put in by the users of the resource. In the fisheries 
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industry, most of the policy controls mentioned have a negative effect on the total 

number of hours that fishermen put in, so this point is rather irrelevant What must 

be looked at in more depth are two other factors of the policies The first 

consideration is that of costs of institutmg the program and the costs of enforcing 

it. For example, the idea of closing off spawning areas within a lake during 

spawning season is good in theory, because it protects the females that are in 

spawn. However, this is difficult and costly in terms of enforcement, because not 

all spawning areas can be known, much less monitored, and the costs of such 

enforcement will be high Instead, closing the spawning season for the whole lake 

would be less expensive, because the entire lake is easier to close off, and also less 

expensive in terms of research costs associated with finding spawning areas So, 

just because the program is more fair to the anglers (they can still fish during 

spawn), it doesn't mean it is the best program to implement. 

Another important problem with policy control is the research involved in 

analysis. This is compounded in the fisheries industry, because of many factors 

The data collection is difficult because of the diversity of Texas lakes, migration of 

fish in different seasons, and other factors. Also, using current statistical methods, 

forecasting is even more difficult. This is because of the uncertainty involved in 

this analysis. The actual growth rate of the stock, the effects of environmental 

changes on the stock, the number offish harvested yearly, and hence the 

sustainable yield and carrying capacity of the lake changes from year to year This 

dynamic aspect of a fishery make it one of the most difficult of natural resources to 
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forecast Often forecasts are very different from actual numbers, and therefore the 

policy is ineffective. 

Multi-species impoundments or lakes also cause problems in policy control 

This breaks down into two areas. The first is the underuse of a species because of 

policy controls on another species, which will be referred to as overlap If, for 

example, if policies that restrict the use of the lake are put in place to protect one 

species offish, but this causes the underuse and overpopulation of another species 

offish, the original policy overlaps the species it is meant to protect, and hurts the 

lake more than it helps. This is because the overpopulation offish can cause many 

environmental and inter-species problems, which will be discussed later The other 

problem associated with policy control and multi-species fisheries is that of species 

interdependence. If, for example, the overexploitation of a feeder or forage fish 

like minnows or shiners causes a decline in the stocks of predator fish such as bass 

or walleye, this one mistake in the policy toward one species causes damage to one 

or more others that are interdependent with this species The opposite is also 

possible. If the predator population is not protected and thus declines, the lack of 

predators cause the forage fi^sh usually eaten by predators to overpopulate. This is 

different from the overlap argument, because overlap occurs between two 

independent species in the same lake, while interdependency causes the second 

overpopulation. However, both are important factors to consider when 

implementing multi-species lake policies. 
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The theories of optimal and policy controls are unportant to the study of 

natural resources, and especially fisheries resources Using policy controls is more 

difficult in the area of fisheries because of the uncertainty involved in forecasting 

changes in the stock. This, coupled with the inability of current statistical models 

to deal with this uncertainty, makes these policy controls difficult to interpret in 

terms of these impacts, whether it be good or bad. Still, the use of policy controls 

remains an integral part of fisheries management, and specifically striped bass 

fisheries management, and will be discussed in detail in the next chapter 

The Howe Model of General Natural Resources Use 

Turning from ideas based on economic yields and policy control, it is now 

time to cover a more specific model of natural resources that can be applied to the 

striped bass in Texas. This model type, which is based on the model developed by 

Charles Howe (1979), is based on an equilibrium analysis of natural resources in 

optimal and non-optunal use. Included in the model are the socially optimal 

patterns of use over time, the extent to which well informed, reasonably 

competitive markets will use resources over time, and comparisons of market types 

in depletion of resources over time. The Howe model starts with three standard 

relationships, which are shown in Equations 2.1-2.3 

Ro = g(L(t), S(t), t). (2.1) 

Pto = D[R(t),t]. (2.2) 

Sbto = D(R(t),t) + A(S(t)) (2.3) 
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Howe's Net Benefits Functinn 

The first relationship is the production function of a natural resource, with 

L(t) being the capital-labor input rate, S(t) the effects of production on the stock 

of resources, and t being the effects of technological improvement on production 

over time. The second relationship is the demand curve for the resource, with 

R(t) being the rate of output and t again representing technology The final 

equation states that the social benefits function at time zero (Sbto) are equal to the 

demand curve for resources, added to the amenity values of the resource used. 

From these starting equations, the net benefits function is derived, and is 

represented in equation 2.4. 

NB = [(R(t), t) + A(S(t)) - W(Ut)]e-**. (2.4) 

This equation states that the net benefits fimction is equal to the demand 

for the resource and the environmental impacts of using the resource, minus the 

cost of extraction of the resource. Graphically, the total and net benefits of the 

resource is represented in Fig. 2.4 

In this situation, the net benefits, equal to P(t) - W(t), are equal to the 

total benefits minus the costs of producing the resource at time t* Within this 

graph, as the resource is used up over time, the net benefits will continually be 

reduced. Now, according to Howe, the net benefits must be maximized over time 

To do this, Howe uses the Hamiltonian, with the instrument variable being rate of 
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the capital-labor input, L(t), and the state variable being the stock, S(t) The 

equation is set up below in equation 2.5 

H = D(R(t), t) + A(S(t)) - W(L(t)) - Q(t)S(t) (2 5) 

Q(t)S(t) is interpreted as the Marginal User Cost (MUC), which is the 

change in the stock of the resource over time. 

Basic Conditions I and II 

In order to come up with the two basic equilibrium conditions Howe refers 

to as Basic Condition I and II, he differentiates with respect to L(t) and S(t). The 

first equation, the flow equation, shows the value of the resource to consumers, 

and is obtained by differentiating H with respect to L(t). Basic Condition I 

(BC I) states that the price of a resource is equal to the marginal cost of extraction 

plus the marginal cost to the environment plus the marginal user cost over time, as 

seen in equation 2.6. 

P = MCext + MCenv + M U C . ( 2 . 6 ) 

According to Howe's BC I, the equilibrium price should reflect the price it 

costs of extraction of the resource, the costs to the environment that the use of the 

resource causes, and the marginal user cost. This cost is associated with the 
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current versus future costs of the resource over time If the resource is extracted 

this time period, then the MUC will be higher, because the reduction in the stock 

by use during the present period will cause the resource to be more scarce in the 

future. Graphically, the flow condition, BC I, can be seen in Fig 2 5 

The MC of the resource is reflected at different levels The smallest, where 

MC = MCoct, represents a point where price is too low, and the optimal use of the 

resource is not achieved. However, when all costs of the resource are taken into 

account, the price is higher, reflecting the costs to the environment and the MUC, 

and the use of the resource is consumed at the optimal rate over time 

The stock condition, which Howe refers to as Basic Condition II (BC II), 

answers two questions. First, is determines how the marginal user cost must 

change over time to reflect the rising scarcity of the resource. Second, is evaluates 

the decision to extract or leave the resource alone for each time period By 

differentiating the Hamiltonian by S(t), and then rearranging a few terms, BC II is 

interpreted in equation 2.7. 

OC = Rground t Amenity Values + MUCtime (2 7) 

In other words, in equilibrium, the opportunity cost of the resource out of 

the ground (the money that can be made by extracting the resource, selling it, and 

investing the money over time) is equal to the value over time of the resource if it 

is left in the ground, the amenity values of the resource if it is left alone, and the 
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value of the change in the marginal user cost over time Represented graphically in 

Fig 2.6, one can see how the stock of the resource will be decreasing over time 

This shows that as the stock falls over time, the marginal user cost over 

time will be increasing. For example, the use of S = -R resources over time will 

resuk in a increase in the marginal user cost over time 

Renewable Natural Resources in the Howe Model 

So far, the focus has been on resources that cannot regenerate over time 

However, in many cases in the fisheries industry, the natural reproduction rate 

among fishes is an important factor in optimal use of the fishery over time If 

resources are renewable, then the optimal time path for efficient use changes. 

Some of the stock that is used each year is replaced by the reproduction and 

growth of new stock, as was discussed earlier. However, this growth does have its 

limits. Remember that if the carrying capacity of a lake is reached, growth will not 

occur. The recharge of a fishery in the Howe model is a function of many things, 

including the natural reproduction rate of the fish species, environmental factors 

such as weather, water quality, or pollution, and the recharge of the fishery by the 

owner or manager of the resource. However, for the purposes of this model, only 

natural reproduction and controller recharge will be included In this case, the rate 

of recharge, RE, is a function of the stock S(t), and a function of the owner or 

manager (which will be referred to as the government for simplicity) GOV For a 

resource that is left to naturally recharge, the rate of recharge with fishing pressure 
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will be a fiinction of the stock, fishing pressure (FP) in the last time period, and 

environmental factors (ENV) in the last time period This can be seen in equation 

2.8. 

RE = f(S(t), FP(t), ENV(t), GOV) (2 8) 

The problem with estimating through statistical models this rate of recharge 

is the fact that all of the variables involved are very hard, if not impossible, to 

predict in the fisheries industry. Still, as can be seen in equations 2.9 and 2.10 two 

signs are easy to predict, and they are: 

dRE > 0 (2.9) ^ E <0 (2.10) 
dS(t) dFP 

This simply states that the size of the stocks has a positive effect, and 

fishing pressure has a negative effect on the recharge rate. However, these two 

factors seem the only ones to really predict. Environmental factors, such as high 

lake levels during spawn, higher than mean temperatures, water quality, etc., will 

have an effect on the rate of recharge, but the overall sign of these effects is 

extremely difficult to ascertain. It is not hard to assume that the rate of recharge 

will be positive, since a negative recharge rate is physically impossible. These 

would be easy to ignore by assuming ENV(t) = k, but by making the 
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environmental factors constant, the model is being compromised In many cases, 

which includes striped bass, the environmental changes over a time period are 

extremely important. One species that demonstrates this is the white bass This 

fish is a close relative of the striped bass, and is one of the most caught fish in 

terms of numbers in Texas In order for white bass spawns to be successful, the 

water temperature must be between 58-62 degrees Fahrenheit, and eggs must be 

laid in 6-7 feet of water on a rocky bottom Also, fluctuations in temperature must 

take place at the correct times, and current or wave action must be correct also. In 

short, conditions must be nearly perfect. Because of this, white bass spawns are 

successful only once out of every 3-4 years In some years, the survival hatching 

rate is phenomenal, while in other years it is close to zero. In this case, the 

exclusion of environmental factors is impossible if a valid study is to be performed 

This is also the case in almost all other fisheries. If environmental factors are 

neglected, the validity of the study is compromised, and the information is 

essentially incomplete. 

The question that is most important, however, is will the recharge rate be 

more than, less than, or equ£̂  to the loss in stocks due to fishing, environmental 

factors, and natural mortality? If the recharge for all time periods is higher, stocks 

will increase over time, and if it is lower, stocks will decrease As will be 

discussed later, the role of policymakers is to balance out recharge and stock loss 

over time, thus maintaining the size and quality offish stocks for fishermen over 

time. 
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MonoDolv Versus Competition in the Howe Model 

One factor that is of importance is how a monopoly and a competitive firm 

attempt to reach optimal control of resources. In the optimal case, three graphs 

are important for optimal resource control over time. They are, the stock of the 

resource (R), the marginal cost of the resource (MC), and the price of the resource 

(P), and are shown in Fig. 2.7 

Obviously, the resource will be decreasing over time, while the marginal 

cost and price will be increasing over time in the optimal case However, when 

monopoly and competition come into play, these graphs change. 

In the competitive case, there are a few important factors that determine 

the use of the resource over time. First, since the resources are common property 

in competition, the amenity values are assumed to be equal to zero As a result, 

the price and MC of the resource is lower than the optimal case at first, but then 

rises above the optimal case, and the resource becomes scarce at a faster rate, 

making the stock graph fall faster than in the optimal case. The three graphs are 

shown in Fig 2.8. 

Because of these graphs, Howe says that the depletion of resources in the 

competitive case is faster than the optimal case. This is because of the marginal 

user costs involved in optimal control. Because of competition, firms can enter 

and exit at will, and therefore ignore the marginal user costs. Also, they do not 

appreciate the amenity values of the stock because they cannot capture the rents 

involved in leaving the resource alone. 
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In the monopoly case, entrance into the market is nearly impossible, and 

therefore the monopolistic firm controls all aspects of the resource over time 

Because of this, amenity values may be recognized over time, and the marginal 

user cost over time is definitely recognized, so the control of the resource is very 

good, but is still not the optimal use over time, as shown in Fig 2.9. Also, when 

compared to competition, monopolistic control is closer to optimal, as can be seen 

in Fig. 2.10. 

Another area where monopolies may be inclined to protect the resource 

over time is due to discount rates. Monopolies recognize the amenity values and 

marginal user costs, so they place a higher value on the resource in the ground. 

Therefore, their discount rates would be lower than the competitive discount rates. 

Because the monopolist sees the resource for its use and its in situ values, the 

discounting over time would be lower than the competitive discount rate, and the 

resource would be preserved more in the monopolist case. 

So, in conclusion, market structures such as competition and monopolies 

are unable to control the use of resources over time in an optimal way. However, 

monopolistic situations do imply a control of the resource that is better than 

competition, mainly because monopolies recognize the amenity and MUC values 

and competitive markets do not, and monopolists discount future values of the 

resource less than do competitive markets This is why monopolists are sometimes 

called the conservationists best fiiend. Although they have different reasons for 

conservation, one can see the basis of this rather awkward comparison 
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The Howe type model has been the basis of many studies with the 

depletion of natural resources since its introduction into the economic community 

It is a good general model to begin with, but many additions and revisions must 

occur in order to study specific examples of resource use over time Such a study 

is covered later in the paper, where the Texas striped bass is covered within the 

Howe model's context. As will be seen, Howe has created an excellent basis for 

the further studies of resource depletion and conservation over time 

Conclusions 

The theories covered in this section form a basis for more in-depth studies 

in the area of natural resources. The first theory, that of sustainable yields, is very 

important in understanding the reasons for resource depletion despite the best 

efforts of managers of common property resources to control resource depletion 

over time. Because of the rents that can be captured by fishermen through more 

fishing effort at the optimal level, the resource is unable to be sustained, and 

economic equilibrium will only be attained at a level where the resource is 

exploited. 

The second theory, that of policy controls and regulations, show how 

restrictions on the users of a natural resource may move the economic equilibrium 

from non optimal, resource exploiting levels, to a better, possibly even an optimal, 

level. Through direct and indirect measures, the total costs of fishing may be 

raised, the total possible amount of fishing effort may be decreased, or the harvest 
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diversity offish within a species may be lowered. Through the use of these policy 

controls, a better distribution of use of the resource will occur, and the stocks of 

fish can be better maintained over time. 

The Howe model of natural resources in the final section is important in 

understanding the optimal use of resources over time. Due to different 

relationships between the price of the resource, the value of the resource, both as a 

resource and as a product, the future considerations of the use of the resource, and 

the type of government that controls the resource, the optimal time path of use of 

the resource will be varied. By using this model a better understanding of Texas 

management of striped bass will be possible 

Overall, the theories that have been covered above are important, in that 

they will provide the background for studying Texas striped bass fisheries. By 

using the above models as a basis, a better understanding will come about in terms 

of the striped bass as a renewable natural resource, policy controls of the Texas 

Department of Parks and Wildlife (TP&W) in striped bass management, and the 

regional economics that have developed due to Texas striped bass fisheries 
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CHAPTER ni 

TEXAS STRIPED BASS FISHERIES 
AS A NATURAL RESOURCE 

Now that a theoretical basis of natural resource economics, and specifically 

of fisheries economics, has been properly modeled, a more specific, practical analysis 

must be done. To do this, the striped bass fisheries in Texas will be studied in great 

detail. Striped bass possess many unique qualities not found in other species within 

the state. This, coupled with the fact that striped bass are a species that become 

more popular every year, and are fast becoming a prized sportfish, make the striped 

bass in Texas the best fish to study from an economic standpoint. To begin with, an 

economic history of the striped bass will be covered, dating back to pre-

Revolutionary War days, and will lead into an overview of current Texas striped bass 

policies will be done. Second, the striped bass will be studied in the context of the 

Howe model, and some additions to the model will occur to better fit the Texas 

striped bass. The final section will show how current economic theories and 

policies, along with current stock levels and economic history of the striped bass, 

have caused the economics of striped bass fishing to become a geographical issue. 

History of Striped Bass in the United States 

The striped bass has had a rich history in the fisheries in and around the 

United States. However, this history has not always been one of high numbers and 
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prosperity. Fished almost to the point of extinction during the 1970's, the striped 

bass has since made a miraculous comeback This section will cover the history of 

both inland and coastal striped bass with an emphasis on Texas striped bass, discuss 

the economic aspects of striped bass harvests throughout its history, and discuss 

current Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife (TP&W) policies of Texas striped 

bass. 

In 1623, members of the struggling colony of Plymouth, Massachusetts 

turned to the ocean for food. Suffering from a lack of hunting success, the colony 

members used their only boat to catch fish, and the fish they caught in vast quantities 

was the striped bass. For this reason, the colony was able to feed itself for most of 

the year until the fish migrated southward for the winter. Striped bass became more 

and more fished in the 1620's and 1630's, until in 1639, the striped bass became the 

first regulated fish in the history of the United States. In 1639, it became illegal to 

fish for striped bass for the purpose of fertilizer. In addition, taxes imposed on 

striped bass harvests also funded the first public school in Massachusetts in 1669 

This shows how the use of regulations and taxes on fish, and specifically the striped 

bass, date back hundreds of years. Although the U.S. has developed considerably 

since 1669, the policies that have been imposed on striped bass fisheries have 

remained rather similar. 

The striped bass began to decline on the East coast around the time of the 

Industrial Revolution. Because of the boom in manufacturing, Americans dammed, 

rerouted and closed off the rivers of the Northeast, which had been striped bass 
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spawning grounds for centuries Because the striped bass was anadromous and 

could only spawn upstream and in estuaries, the closing off of these estuanes and 

rivers in the name of progress severely crippled the striped bass fishing industry 

Throughout the next 70 years, the striped bass population in the Northeast was all 

but wiped out, due to two main factors. The first was pollution and the destruction 

of spawning grounds. Second, the fishing policies of states along the East Coast 

were too liberal in their daily bag limits and quotas, and the population of 

reproducing fish was not protected. 

The main reason for this liberality in policies was the fact that striped bass 

are migratory in nature. A fish that is caught in Maryland may have traveled through 

the waters of up to thirteen states in its yearly migration. Because of this migration, 

populations vary immensely from year to year in different geographical areas, and 

fishermen were able to concentrate their efforts in areas where the striped bass 

densities were highest year round. Also, the depletion of the resource was due to 

the rise in the number of fishermen. To cover a rise in demand, more fishermen 

came into the industry, both on a commercial and sporting level. This, added to the 

ability of commercial fishermen to efficientiy exploit liberal policies for their 

maximum catch, caused the striped bass to come close to extinction by the mid 

1980's. 

Realizing that striped bass populations were at their lowest levels ever, 

game and fish agencies began to take action to protect the striped bass from 

extinction. One non-state agency that assumed the duties that some states still 
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neglected was the Atiantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASFMC) With 

member states all along the Eastem seaboard, the ASFMC's power was strong, and 

in 1984, yearly striped bass regulations were set, and any state not adopting these 

regulations would be banned from fishing. In 1985, the commission set such high 

standards, striped bass fishing on a commercial level was essentially shut down 

Yearly harvests went from over 12 million pounds in 1973 to essentially zero in 

1988. Additionally, sport fishing was restricted by the states within the commission, 

and those that did not restrict it completely set extremely rigid limits 

This restrictive policy lasted only until 1989, and in 1990, because of 

increasing populations, the limits were relaxed on both sport and commercial fishing, 

although only slightly. Commercial fishermen were now able to fish for larger 

striped bass, and in designated spavining areas, fishing was still considered illegal 

The minimum size limits were designed to protect the majority of spawning females 

within the population, while still giving commercial anglers incentive to fish through 

an acceptable harvestable population. Currently, the populations on the East Coast 

are improving, but are far from recovered. Eventually, through successful policies 

such as those imposed by the ASFMC, striped bass populations will continue to 

improve. 

The question that now remains to the ASFMC is whether or not there 

should be commercial fishing at all on the East Coast for striped bass. There are two 

strong economic arguments that support this closure. First, farm raised fish, which 

has become big business since the mid 1980's, have surpassed the catches of the 
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early to mid 1980's, and is estimated to be an all-time high in 1994 at over 8 million 

pounds These fish could easily replace the demand for commercial fish, and already 

has, for the most part. Also, revenues from sportfishing have greatly improved, and 

by making the wild striped bass a gamefish only would boost these revenues even 

more. In Maryland in 1990, $22 million was spent on sportfishing for striped bass. If 

the same number were caught commercial, the revenue generated would only be an 

estimated $1 million. Because of the lure of the striped bass as a gamefish, 

recreational anglers are willing to spend more money for many fewer fish, thus 

generating more revenues, with less damage to the stock. This, coupled with farm 

raised striped bass meeting the demand for striped bass as a commercial food source, 

leads to the possibility of conmiercial striped bass fishing being a thing of the past 

Striped Bass in Texas 

Striped bass have been transplanted from their native East Coast marine 

waters since before 1900. However, when it was discovered that this anadromous 

species could live, and sometimes thrive, in freshwater, only then did inland stocking 

of striped bass become economically viable. In 1965, the first experimental group of 

striped bass fingerlings were stocked by TP&W in Lake Texoma, a very large, deep 

lake on the Texas/Oklahoma border. This was significant starting point because the 

size and depth of the lake, coupled with its many coves and river channels, made it 

most like the striped bass's marine environment. This small group of 138 must have 

fared well, because two years later in 1967, a total of 900,000 fingerlings were 
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stocked in Texas lakes, including 200,000 more in Texoma This was the real 

beginning of the striped bass stocking program in Texas Since that time, the 

numbers offish stocked, as well as the number of lakes that they are stocked in, has 

dramatically increased. In 1989, for example, a total of 13,817,658 striped bass fiy 

and fingerlings were stocked in 18 Texas reservoirs, bays, and rivers. 

Despite the larger numbers offish stocked each year, the goals of TP&W 

have stayed relatively the same over the years. As in aU other fish, the main goal of 

TP&W is to "maximize quality recreational fishing for striped bass in Texas waters " 

This goal has been rather successful, since the number of anglers that fish for striped 

bass has said to have steadily improved almost every year since the stocking program 

was started. 

TP&W currently has a few basic objectives for striped bass stocking. First, 

they are attempting to restore populations in areas that striped bass have historically 

occurred. Second, they stock to supplement reproduction and/or recruitment. By 

adding numbers to reservoirs where striped bass are reproducing but are in numbers 

too small, and also adding to reservoirs where striped bass have the potential for 

reproduction, the stocks offish will increase in future as well as the present. In 

addition to this, TP&W is aiming to establish self sustaining populations By adding 

enough stock in the present, the growth of this stock will increase the number of 

reproducing females. It is hoped that eventually, the natural rate of recharge of the 

population will be able to cover the losses to fishing, the environment, and natural 

mortality, and the species will maintain itself indefinitely. 
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Third, TP&W wants to control other species with striped bass by utilizing 

them as a prey fish. Open water forage fish, such as threadfin and gizzard shad, hurt 

the economic benefits of reservoirs because of their prolific fecundity As larger and 

larger numbers of shad take over the open areas of the lake, fishing, skiing, and other 

water activities are less attractive to boaters, and the use of the lake decreases. By 

producing more striped bass to control the open water forage fish populations, the 

demand for the use of the lake will rise over time. 

The final two objectives for striped bass stocking by TP&W are to increase 

the abundance of catchable fish, and to increase diversity in Texas reservoirs. By 

adding to the stock, the numbers of catchable fish will rise within 2 years, due to the 

rapid growth rates striped bass possess. Also, by adding striped bass to lakes that 

did not have them before, a new fishery is produced, thus opening the area around 

the reservoir to more species to fish for, thus increasing the supply of catchable 

species. This gives the average recreational fisherman more incentive to participate 

in the use of the lake. 

As far as the decisions of where TP&W is to stock striped bass every year, 

the criteria for this decision prpcess is rather simple. First, the goal is to stock large 

lakes of over 10,000 acres in surface area This ensures hat the striped bass will 

have suflBcient open water to roam in, and since they are mainly pelagic, this is am 

important consideration. Second, lakes with existing striped bass fisheries are 

targeted. These lakes may be less than 10,000 acres, but if there is a striped bass 

population already present from past stockings, the quality of the fishery may be 
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improved with the introduction of new fish. FinaUy, the striped bass are stocked in 

their historic range, which includes the Texas coast. These criteria are not adhered 

to specifically, and there are cases of deviation from them, but for the most part, 

they are used as guidelines for striped bass management in Texas 

Overall, the Texas striped bass program remains unchanged in nature to 

this day from its inception. All along, the goal has been to maximize the quality of 

fishing in Texas reservoirs, while at die same time trying to establish the striped bass 

as a self sufficient species within Texas waters. Since its creation in 1965, the 

TP&W striped bass program has grown immensely, and now encompasses over 30 

lakes, bays, and reservoirs It has grown from an experimental stocking of 138 fish 

to many millions per year at present. The question that must be answered now is 

how this history has affected the economics of the resource. To answer this 

complex question, the striped bass, and specifically the striped bass in Texas, will be 

studied using the theories of natural resources covered in the previous chapter. 

Striped Bass Policy Control in Texas Lakes 

Current policy contrpl for striped bass involves two main issues. The first 

is a minimum size limit of 18 inches on all striped bass caught in state run reservoirs. 

This limit protects mainly the fish that are under one or two years of age, and aids in 

the sexual development of these fish by insuring that all striped bass have at least one 

year in which they can partake in spawning. On average, the striped bass does not 

reach a length of 18 inches until well after three years of age, although the average 
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Texas striped bass might reach this length more likely in about 2 5 years Also, since 

the majority offish in terms of age groups is the yearling group, this limit protects 

the largest age group by keeping fishing pressure off of them completely A second 

form of policy control for striped bass is a bag limit of no more than five fish per 

day. By imposing this limit, numbers of current stocks that are above 18 inches may 

be maintained without damage, and with fishing pressure To keep diversity in 

spawning to a maximum, fish of all age groups must be able to spawn Also, it is 

widely believed that if fish such as striped bass are able to survive for many years, 

they are genetically superior to those that fall to fishing pressure or natural mortality. 

This also improves the quality of the stock. From a quantity standpoint, older fish 

are much more prolific in their egg numbers. A medium sized fish, such as a 15 

pound fish, may produce around one million eggs, while a larger 40 pound fish is 

capable of releasing in upwards of 5 million eggs. By giving fish the potential to 

become very large over a long period of time, average eggs per fish will be raised, 

and potential natural recharge will be increased. Another policy, which has been 

mentioned and will be covered in more detail later, is the TP&W stocking policy 

toward striped bass. This, as ^ated, raises the numbers of stock, and also raises the 

genetic diversity within the stock. 

Policy enforcement is a very important aspect in resources management, 

and the Texas Striped bass program is no exception. Although far from perfect, the 

strict enforcement of reservoir laws concerning both boats and striped bass is 

essential to keeping the stock protected. Without enforcement, a good policy will be 
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worthless. State reservoirs have many TP&W game wardens to enforce their 

policies, and the penalties for illegal activities are harsh. 

Striped Bass in the Howe Model 

Now that a history of the striped bass has been covered, it is important to 

focus on the Texas striped bass in the context of the Howe type model discussed 

earlier. By doing this, one will be able to look at the striped bass in terms of history, 

environment, and value as a resource in the future. Howe's Basic Condition I states 

that the equilibrium price reflects the costs of resource extraction, environmental 

costs, and marginal user costs. When studying the striped bass within this 

framework, each cost coincides with important issues in fisheries resources. The 

cost of extraction for a recreational fishery such as a Texas striped bass fishery is 

simply the costs associated with the direct recreational harvest offish over time. 

Such costs include transportation costs, equipment costs, and time costs of 

fishermen. In short, costs of this nature are the direct costs of catching fish. If the 

stocks are fished lightly, the costs of future extraction of the fish will be less in the 

future. Environmental costs cpver those costs associated with the amenity values of 

the stock over time. In other words, the more that the amenity values of the striped 

bass stocks in Texas lakes are realized, the higher the extraction costs, and the 

higher the equilibrium price. 

Marginal user cost in terms of Texas striped bass fisheries is more difficult 

to define. Theoretically, the marginal user cost is the value of the resource over time 
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if the resource is left alone. Higher costs over time are interpreted as exploitation of 

the resource, decreasing stocks, and higher user costs. In the context of striped bass 

fisheries, if policies do not restrict the ovemse of the resource, the MUC will be 

decreasing over time. 

Basic Condition II states that the opportunity cost of the resource reflects 

the value of the resource in the ground, the amenity values of the resource, and the 

marginal user cost. In other words, the current opportunity costs for a striped bass 

fisherman is equal to the fiiture costs of leaving the striped bass in the lake until a 

future period, the future amenity values of leaving the striped bass in the lake, and 

the costs over time if the stock is left alone or fished this period Clearly, if the stock 

is conserved, the opportunity cost over time will stay low or rise only slightly, but if 

overfished, it will increase over time. This, however, is not the limit of the striped 

bass in the Howe model. It is important to look more intensively at specific issues of 

the striped bass in the context of the Howe model if its place in Texas lakes is to be 

better realized.. These issues include recharge, amenity values. Price in Basic 

Condition I, and the opportunity costs associated with recreational fishing in Basic 

Condition II. 

Striped Bass Recharge in Texas Lakes 

The issue of recharge is a very important in the management of Texas 

striped bass lakes. In the general Howe model, recharge is a positive function of the 

stock and of fishing pressure, and an indeterminate function of the environment. 
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Within Texas lakes, striped bass are not inclined to spawn successfiilly, so the 

natural rate of recharge in many lakes is zero For this reason, the natural recharge 

rate will be assumed to be zero, but will be relaxed later in the discussion 

In order to study striped bass in the Howe model, the model must be 

altered somewhat. Now, instead of recharge being a factor of just the stock, the 

fishing pressure, and of the environment, it is also a function of human recharge of 

fishes grown in hatcheries, and will be designated HATCH(t). The fiiU relationship 

can now be seen in Equation 3.1. 

RE = f(S(t), FP(t), ENV(t), HATCH(t)) (3.1) 

The sign of the relationship of recharge and government recharge is 

obviously positive, since if the government removes fish, the stock goes down, and if 

they introduce fish, the stock increases. However, the relationship would reverse if 

the lake was above carrying capacity and the government implemented a stocking 

program. Recharge is of central importance in the Texas striped bass fisheries, since 

the natural rate of recharge is so low in many lakes due to poor spawning habitat 

It needs to be said at this point that the zero recharge is somewhat of a 

mystery to biologists. Three possible reasons existed for the lack of reproduction in 

striped bass in Texas. First was the lack of suitable breeding areas Traditionally, 

the salt water striped bass swam upstream into estuaries to spawn, and the young 

were hatched in a ntix of salt and fresh water Possibly, the placement of the fish in 
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fresh water inhibited or stopped their reproductive ability, and the stock became 

nonrenewable in fresh water. However, this has proven to not be the case Second, 

it was thought that the lack of open water kept the spawn from occurring The basic 

idea here was that lakes were not oceans, and the migration before spawn that 

occurred in the salt water striped bass could not be repeated in the Texas striped 

bass. This idea also was proven wrong. Finally, the stocks within a lake may not 

have been large enough to promote successful spawns. In this case, if more were 

recruited into the breeding stock through government recharge, the stock size would 

grow large enough to reproduce successfully. 

These ideas were tested through stocking programs in reservoirs, but the 

bottom line became clear very soon. In some lakes in Texas, reproduction takes 

place, and is very successful in a few specific reservoirs, while in others, even if all 

biological and environmental signs are positive, spawning still does not occur The 

fact is, the factors that promote spawn in Texas lakes is still not known One 

example disproves all the ideas of the previous paragraph. That example is Lake 

Texoma, a large, deep impoundment on the Texas-Oklahoma border. Lake Texoma 

is considered one of the best striped bass lakes in the nation in terms of number, and 

is fished heavily year round. Natural reproduction within the lake was discovered to 

be so high, that stocking ceased completely in 1978. Even with less than 2 million 

fingerlings stocked between 1967 and 1978, the limits at Texoma are very liberal, 

with each angler being able to harvest 15 fish per day instead of the state wide limit 

of 5. In terms of lack of migration opportunity, Texoma discounts this theory also 
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Lake Texoma covers 89,000 acres in Texas and Oklahoma, and is one of the largest 

lakes in either state. However, it is not the largest lake in Texas It is unclear wh>' 

striped bass reproduce so well in Texoma, but not well in other large Texas lakes 

such as Amistad and Toledo Bend. 

Finally, the lack of stocks holding back recmitment, in the Texoma case, is 

just not a valid issue As stated before, Texoma, an 89,000 acre lake, was stocked 

with less than 2 million fingerling striped bass from 1967 to 1978 Reproduction 

rates are so high that the stock is easily negating the effects of fishing pressure with 

this natural recharge. It is even thought that recharge is so high, that the lake may 

be overpopulated, and the average fish size has fallen due to the stunting of growth 

that occurs due to overpopulation. Also, limits are 15 fish per day, but only one may 

be over 20 inches in length. This implies a dominant age class of younger fish, and a 

stunting of growth due to overpopulation. This has come about from less than 2 

million original transplants On the other hand, other lakes have been stocked 

significantly more than Texoma, but have failed to produce such numbers offish A 

good comparison to Texoma's success is Lake Amistad, on the border of Texas and 

Mexico. This reservoir covers 67,000 acres, and has been stocked with over 4 

million fingerlings from 1974 to 1993. Still, the populations are believed to be good, 

but nowhere near that of Texoma, and therefore limits are the statewide limits of five 

fish per person, all over 18 inches. This suggests that Amistad, a lake similar to 

Texoma, does not have the high reproductive rates that Texoma has, even though 

more than twice as many fish have been introduced there. 
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So, the question of what makes striped bass reproduce remains Other 

theories include the latitude and seasonal climate of Texoma, but there are many 

lakes of the same chmate and latitude as Texoma, such as Possum Kingdom and 

Kemp, but reproduction there is believed not to be near that of Texoma The 

bottom line is, stated simply, that the factors that cause high rates of natural 

reproduction in striped bass in some Texas lakes are, for the most part, unknown 

This causes problems for biologists as well as economists. For biologists, it makes 

the possibility for finding more suitable breeding habitats less, and makes TP&W 

recharge programs less successful. For economists, it opens up an avenue of 

uncertainty in Texas striped bass fisheries, and with so many uncertainties already 

present, this is very unwelcome. If these factors were known, the stocking programs 

of TP&W would be more successful, and the economic efficiency involved would 

increase significantly. If one million fingerlings could be produced that were 

released, grew to recmitment into the breeding stock, and caused natural recharge to 

negate fishing pressure, over time much money, time and man-hours would be saved 

over the current idea of reproducing fingerlings of enormous quantities and stocking 

lakes over and over again every year in hopes of one day having natural recharge 

become a reality. 
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Striped Bass Amenitv Values and 
MonopoUstic Control bv TP&W 

Arguably the issue of most importance within the TP&W management of 

striped bass fisheries is the recognized amenity values of striped bass within Texas 

lakes. The Texas government, and specifically TP&W controls almost all lakes that 

contain striped bass The only lakes not included in their complete control are small 

lakes, such as Buffalo Springs in Lubbock, and a very small percentage of larger, 

private lakes, such as Lake Kemp. However, even in lakes such as Lake Kemp, the 

land is private, but the management and control of the users of the lake is under the 

jurisdiction of TP&W TP&W control of the striped bass lakes is due to the large 

reservoirs needed to sustain any population for a long period of time, and only the 

TP&W, with the help of other state agencies and the Corps of Engineers, are able to 

erect such large impoundments. However, habitat management, no matter how 

important, is not the deciding factor of striped bass survival The most important 

aspect of striped bass management is survival of the stock in the presence of fishing 

pressure. Through the protection policies discussed eariier, coupled with the fact 

that striped bass stocking programs have increased dramatically in the last 25 years, 

it becomes clear that TP&W's first priority is to maintain the stocks offish for as 

long as possible. As stated earlier, the goal of TP&W, in their striped bass program, 

is to maximize quality recreational fishing for striped bass in Texas waters In order 

to maintain quality, the species stocks at all age groups must be preserved In this 
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way, overexploitation of age groups wiU not occur, and fish of all sizes, from fry to 

trophy, will be present in lakes, and in satisfactory numbers. Also, by maintaining 

the integrity and quahty of the stocks, TP&W is recognizing the amenity values of 

the stock to a high degree. 

The above fact, coupled witii the fact that TP&W is the sole manager, 

implies that TP&W is working like a monopoly in the Howe model This may be the 

case to a certain degree. TP&W is the sole manager of the reservoirs that contain 

striped bass, and the resource is owned by the state. In effect, TP&W has 

monopolistic power over management of the resource. However, this control is a 

state monopoly. In other words, TP&W is limited in its power of control over the 

resource. The state could theoretically deny use of the resource to the public, but 

this denial of use would not last long in reality, what would happen if Texas decided 

to close all lakes and harvest all fish for sale in the commercial fishing market? This 

question is essentially moot, because of the repercussions that would occur, from 

environmental groups, fishing groups, the federal government, and many others. 

This impossible scenario seems outrageous, but if TP&W, and the state of Texas 

were a real monopoly, this could be a possibility. So, in reality, TP&W acts as a 

monopoly, but is regulated by the people, and by good political judgment, in their 

limits to control. 

In a monopoly, according to the Howe model, the resource is conserved 

over time relative to competition. This is due to the monopoly recognizing the 

amenity values, the marginal user costs, and the values over time of the rents 
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associated with the resource. In this case, the monopoly is able to capture these 

rents, and therefore has incentive to conserve more than in competition In the 

TP&W case, the philosophy of the striped bass program, and all fish restocking 

programs for that matter, is to improve the quality of recreational fisheries in Texas 

over time. Unlike a monopoly, TP&W cannot control the resource for profit and 

rent seeking reasons, but rather to maintain the heritage of fishing in Texas This is 

evident in their philosophy, which states that the recreational fishery in Texas need 

to be maintained in terms of quality, quantity, and diversity, for the benefit of the 

citizens of Texas. TP&W, like a monopoly, works to conserve the resource over 

time, but instead of doing this in order to maximize profits over time, they do it in 

order to maximize quality and stocks of the fisheries over time. In other words, 

TP&W is a monopoly with the best interests of the fishery, not the monopoly, in 

mind. 

Price and Cost Issues of Striped 
Bass Fishing in Texas 

When studying recreational fisheries, price becomes a rather narrow 

subject. Profits are irrelevant in terms offish harvest, because the fish caught are for 

sport and personal consumption, not for sale and profit. However, some price 

measures are nevertheless important, and must be addressed. In Basic Condition I, 

Howe states that the price of the resource should reflect extraction costs, 

environmental costs, and marginal user costs. This, in terms of Texas striped bass, is 
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rather simple to understand. The costs of extraction take on the form of boat 

registration and inspection, lake user fees, and licensees In short, the extraction 

costs are the costs incurred by the state of Texas associated with catching the fish on 

a Texas lake. The environmental costs, which are the least recognizable without a 

deeper study, are the costs associated with Texas lakes building and cleanup 

Currently, there are 4 new reservoirs being built in Texas, and cleanup in already 

existing reservoirs are of extreme importance in maintaming a suitable habitat for 

freshwater fishes. These cleanups occur on a continual basis through keeping boats 

from polluting above certain levels, fines for littering or polluting into a lake, and the 

maintenance of natural habitats in and around these lakes. So, these types of costs, 

those associated with the environmental costs reflected in the price of the resource, 

are little thought of, but extremely important aspects of Texas lakes. 

The final cost associated with price is the marginal user cost. This, in a 

general sense, is reflected so that the user of a resource will pay in the present in 

order to discourage ovemse and scarcity in the future. In the case of Texas lakes, 

the marginal user cost is most likely reflected in the costs of government recharge. 

If there was no government recharge of striped bass, the costs of TP&W would be 

lower, and therefore the costs associated with use of the resource, specifically fishing 

hcenses, would be lower. This, however, would lead to ovemse without 

compensation, and the striped bass populations in Texas lakes would die off. In 

effect, when a person purchases a license, he/she is paying a portion of the license 
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fee as a marginal user cost for the maintenance of the stock of striped bass in the 

future. 

Of less importance in the study of Texas striped bass lakes, but still of 

some importance, is the opportunity costs associated with fishing The values of the 

resource in the water, the amenity values recognized by TP&W, and the marginal 

user cost all have positive, and possibly high positive values, as discussed earlier On 

the other hand, the low opportunity costs associated with fishing suggest 

disequilibrium in Basic Condition II for many reasons. First, the opportunity cost 

itself must be redefined. In the general sense of the model, the OC is the cost of 

extracting the resource, selling it, then investing the money made from it for future 

revenues. In the case of recreational fisheries, the OC is a much more vague and 

immeasurable variable. Game fish such as striped bass cannot, by law, be sold in 

Texas or any other state if caught in Texas. Therefore, the profit incentive for the 

harvest of these fish is nonexistent. Gone also is the use of striped bass as anything 

other than a personal food fish. This suggests a very small opportunity cost. 

However, if the utility involved in harvest is also taken into account, the value of the 

OC changes dramatically. Striped bass are one of the largest sportfish in Texas, and 

are very aggressive when hooked This thrill of the fight and catch is what lures 

fishermen from all over the state to lakes to pursue the striped bass. This level of 

utility is the deciding factor in Basic Condition n. If only the value of the striped 

bass as a personal food fish were compared to the values of striped bass in the water, 

the amenity values, and the MUC over time, the equation would weigh much heavier 
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on the latter three. However, Basic Condition U would be different is utility factors 

were included, as seen in Equation 3.2. 

OC = f(FOOD, U) = Rgn^ + Amenity Values + MUCû e. (3 2) 

If the food values and the utility values were reflected in the opportunity cost, the 

equation would be closer to equiUbrium. Still, the OC would most likely be low in 

comparison to the other values, and fishing pressure would be lower. This is most 

likely the case, since striped bass fishmg is far from the major type of fishing in 

Texas. However, the steady increase in striped bass fishing in the last 15 years also 

suggests that these utility values associated with the OC are finally being realized, 

and the amount of fishing pressure on striped bass is rising. 

The Howe model is an important model in the study of the striped bass in 

Texas reservoks. By using the Howe model as a basis, a more complete model can 

be attained through manipulation and addition to the Howe model for the striped 

bass. In this new model, the striped bass is recognized as a non-renewable resource 

whose recharge is attained through TP&W in environments that most suit it. 

Amenity values are rising, due to the spread of the striped bass into new reservoirs, 

and the rising number of sport fishermen that seek the striped bass. Also, when the 

striped bass is studied as a recreational fish, many price issues change from the 

original Howe model, and even from a Howe type commercial fisheries model. In 
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short, the striped bass redefines the Howe model into a model specifically designed 

for the study of a fishery for exclusively recreational purposes. 

The Economics of Texas Striped Bass 
Fishing - A Geographical Issue? 

The above sections have focused on the general theories of striped bass in 

Texas based on what has been created for them First, the policies to protect them 

were covered. Then, the striped bass was studied as a non-renewable resource with 

government recharge by a conservationist monopoly. Now, the focus will shift to 

the economic theories the striped bass create for the surrounding areas. Instead of 

looking at what has been done for striped bass, this paper will now cover what 

striped bass have done for the residents of Texas. The main contribution of striped 

bass fisheries is the development of regional fisheries economies. 

Through tight poUcy controls, and a limited stocking range compared to 

other Texas sportfish, the Texas striped bass has become the center of an economic 

market. This recreational striped bass fishing market, although present all over the 

state, becomes concentrated around reservoirs that have traditionally held good 

amounts of striped bass. This section vsoll trace the geographical market that has 

been created by the Texas striped bass, and show that as one becomes closer to a 

striped bass reservoir, the more important the striped bass is in the economy, and the 

more prevalent the striped bass becomes in terms of total expenditures on fishing 

supplies proportional to other fish in a multispecies fishery. 
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When discussing the economics of striped bass fishing in Texas, there must 

be a division between government and non-government markets. The government 

market, which includes revenues and costs that involve the Texas government, and 

more specifically TP&W, are important because of the role the government plays in 

the recharge of striped bass into reservoirs. The government sector is made up 

mainly of government revenues from fishermen, and these revenues come in many 

ways. 

In order to fish in Texas waters, one must own a fishing Ucense This 

license is used to catch many types offish, including striped bass, and one charge of 

$13 is levied on the fishermen. Other species not covered under the $13 can be 

added through stamps, but for the purposes of this study, will be irrelevant. This 

revenue makes up the majority of capital inflows into the TP&W, but the amount to 

which striped bass cause anglers to buy this license is debatable. Since a minority of 

lakes are designated striped bass lakes, the amount to which striped bass influence 

anglers to buy licenses is very difficult to determine. Also, since Texas hcenses 

cover many types offish, analysis of striped bass impacts on license purchases 

becomes even more difficuh. However, there must, in reahty, be some positive 

impact, and for the purposes of this study, the impact will be assumed to be positive 

The real areas in which government revenues are affected specifically by 

striped bass has akeady been mentioned. Fines, license revenues, and boating taxes 

such as Ucensing and registration, TP&W has created a large sum of positive 

revenues. These revenues are beneficial to the government, and also give anglers 
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incentive to follow the laws (depending on the abihty of TP&W to enforce the laws), 

and so both the stock and the government benefit. 

Overall, the government revenues due to striped bass and striped bass 

fishing is difficuh to pinpoint. However, the covered here are ahnost sure to be 

positive, whether in a financial sense or a social sense The policies enacted by 

TP&W are for the benefit of the stock and the benefit of the public, but they also 

create important revenues for the government as well. 

Non-government revenues of striped bass fishing, which are very large in 

Texas, and have experienced growth in recent years, are easier to define The 

distribution of revenues can be broken down into geographical areas for three 

reasons. First, since only some lakes contain striped bass, while almost all lakes 

carry other basses, especially the largemouth, only certain geographical areas are 

well informed of the striped bass fisheries. Second, as the distance to striped bass 

lakes increases, the demand for specific products and services that are exclusive to 

striped bass and striped bass fishing decreases. Fmally, basic theories of travel-cost 

analyses say that those users that demand the most of a resource are usually closer to 

the resource in order to reduce transportation or transaction costs. Within the 

context of striped bass fisheries, it is safe to say that those who fish the most are 

more likely to be closer to the fishery than those who fish less frequently. 

The idea of a geographically oriented economy in terms of non-government 

revenues breaks down into four areas, as represented in Figure 3.1. The different 

areas of economic revenues come from the actual lake (and will be called the on-
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water area), the immediate area surrounding the lake (which will be referred to as 

the lakeside), the area within a certain amount of miles around the lake (the lake 

region), and also economic activities which can occur anywhere in the state or at 

other reservoirs, but can be used at any reservoir where striped bass are present 

(transboundary activities) When these areas are studied in depth, as will be done, 

each takes on its own unique characteristics, but all share in the economics of striped 

bass fishing. 

The on-water area, is the geographical area that covers the actual water of 

the reservoir. Although it seems that no real economic activity can occur here 

without something to the effect of floating firms, the opposite is true First, actual 

firms do exist on the water in the form of marinas, fueling stations, and bait shops. 

These firms, which are located over water, are the main monetary exchange in this 

area. However, the activities of fishermen are the hidden costs that occur on the 

water. First, the fishermen use their durable and non-durable inputs on the lake to 

catch fish. Non-durable inputs such as bait, lures, fishing Une, and other products 

that last less than a season make up the losses of fishermen. In addition, durable 

goods such as boats, rods, ree(s, and other products that last for more than one 

season lose value, and this depreciation is costly to the fishermen in the long mn 

Also, the fish are taken from this area, and the economic value of the harvest, which 

is arguably the most important factor in fisheries economics, takes place 

The lakeside area is very important as well. This area is defined as the 

immediate area surrounding the lake, considered to be within a few miles. Within 
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this area, the main economic activities involve the fishery. For example, Buffalo 

Springs Lake outside Lubbock, Texas is considered a smaller striped bass fishery, 

but many species are present. The lakeside area would cover the areas that are 

within the city park, which surrounds the entire lake, the families that live with the 

park boundaries, and the firms that have their businesses established within park 

limits. Outside the park area, the amount of economic activity related to the lake 

falls dramatically, and turns more to surrounding farmland. Generally, the lakeside 

area is defined by an area in which the majority, if not all, businesses are involved 

with the fishery. Within this area, revenues are created through the sales of 

equipment specific to striped bass, fliel and mamtenance for watercraft, and other 

types of fishing equipment. In addition, revenues from sales of items not specific to 

the striped bass, but still created by the fishery, such as food and lodging, are also 

important economic considerations. 

Economic activities that occur with a lake's region are not unlike those that 

occur in the lakeside area, but to less of an extent. The lake region, loosely defined, 

is the geographical region in which the lake becomes easily accessible. The term 

loosely is used because the bolder of this region is difficuh to define at best. One 

example of a region versus the lakeside is a survey of convenience stores done in 

northern and southern Grayson counties Grayson county is bordered by Lake 

Texoma, considered the most prolific striped bass lake in Texas, to the north, and by 

Collin county to the south, where no major fisheries are located. The border 

between northern and southern areas within the county is Sherman, Texas. Within 
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the northern part of the county, a survey of twenty random stores showed that 

eighteen carried fishing supphes specific to striped bass On the other hand, only 

four of the fifteen stores on the southern side of the county carried striped bass 

specific tackle, even though thirteen carried multi-species tackle. This shows that 

even though the southem sections of Grayson are within easy distance (>30 miles) 

of Lake Texoma, the percentage of firms that try to use the striped bass fishery for 

economic gain is much lower as the distance to the lake increases 

In contrast to the inner border of the lake region, the outer border is hard 

to define. Theoretically, the outer border of the fishery economy would be where no 

economic activities occur due to the specific fishery. However, there are many 

activities that may occur because of a specific fishery, or because of Texas striped 

bass fisheries in general. These activities, referred to in this paper as transboundary 

activities, are the most difficult to define, because they usually encompass the entire 

state, even the entire country. Activities such as the sale of striped bass specific 

products, literature such as magazines and books on the striped bass or striped bass 

fishing, and most of the government revenues discussed earlier (licensing, boat 

registration, etc.) are important activities that may or may not be because of one 

specific fishery such as Texoma, but do depend on Texas striped bass fisheries in 

general. In addition, Texas striped bass fisheries are concentrated on the northern 

border of the state and economic activities that occur in Oklahoma are due to Texas 

fisheries, but are not considered when studying the economic impacts of Texas 

striped bass fisheries on the Texas economy Therefore, there is no real outer 
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boundary, and economic activities occur all over the US because of Texas fisheries, 

but to what degree this occurs and the value of these activities is still in question 

Overall, the location and number of striped bass lakes, along with the 

specificity of striped bass fishing products, make it easy to study the geographical 

impacts of a specific fishery in Texas within a certain region surrounding the fishery. 

However, transboundary activities that involve the specific fishery or Texas fisheries 

in general, coupled with the difficulties in the acquisition of data for sufficient study, 

makes the outer boundaries of economic activity due to a specific fishery or Texas 

fisheries in general an extremely difficult task. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS AND ISSUES FOR 
FURTHER RESEARCH 

The goal of this paper has been to study the Texas striped bass fisheries 

and fisheries management in the context of optimal versus policy control and a 

revised Howe-type natural resources model However, many problems have been 

discovered in the study of the striped bass in an economic sense This final chapter 

will study what has been covered within this paper on striped bass in Texas, and 

conclude with some important but neglected issues in the study and management of 

striped bass as a Texas resource 

Conclusions 

The striped bass has had an extensive history in the United States Since 

colonial times, it has been a major food and sportfishing source to those that have 

fished for it. In addition, the stocking of this anadromous species into fresh water 

was a major advancement, and opened opportunities to land-locked anglers that 

otherwise would have never b ên able to harvest the striped bass. Now, due to its 

high rate of survival in fresh water, and vast stocking plans in many states, the 

striped bass is fast becoming one of the most sough after of freshwater sportfish 

This is illustrated in the Texas striped bass fisheries, which are considered some of 

the best in the United States. Since the Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife 

implemented a striped bass stocking program in 1967, the numbers and quality of 
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striped bass available to anglers has increased dramatically Currently, striped bass 

are available, in satisfactory numbers, in many of Texas' man-made reservoirs, and 

are found in high populations in a few of the larger impoundments 

In most cases, studies in natural resources economics are not as difficuh as 

in fisheries Extraction costs, opportunity costs, and other factors are often simple 

to define and are close to constant over time periods. However, in the case of 

fisheries, and specifically striped bass fisheries in Texas, this is not the case Striped 

bass are an unpredictable species, and therefore are difficult to study This paper has 

tried to summarize and evaluate the striped bass, striped bass fisheries in Texas, and 

the TP&W management of striped bass fisheries through specific economic concepts 

and models. 

In terms of policy control, TP&W has attempted to control the number of 

striped bass taken from Texas reservoirs in order to keep the stock levels constant 

over time in the face of increasing fishing pressure. Through the implementation of 

size limits, the stock is preserved in terms of quantity. With the maximum number 

limit of 5, the stock is also preserved, but in this case in size and genetic diversity. 

Through rigorous stocking prpgrams and strict enforcement, TP&W has been able 

to protect the stock from overexploitation. Only through further analysis can a 

better evaluation of TP&W be done, but this type of analysis has some major 

drawbacks, as will be seen later in the chapter. However, it is safe to say that 

TP&W has been successful in their maintenance of the resource, because in the face 

of increasing numbers of fishermen, they were able to stock lakes to levels where 
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increasing fishing pressure could be negated with heavier stocking programs, and the 

stocks of the fish remain high to this day. Limits have not become stricter, so it is 

easy to assume that current stocks are at high levels. Again, this is only an 

estimation, and only with more study can a more accurate assessment be done 

Within the context of the Howe model, the striped bass is distinct in three 

areas. They are recharge, amenity values, and price issues TP&W has, for the last 

28 years, implemented yearly recharge programs for striped bass. This has changed 

the idea of recharge of the resource in terms of the Howe model, and expanded it. 

Also, through a philosophy of maximization of resource quantity and quality for 

anglers, the amenity values of the resource seem to be recognized to a high degree 

by TP&W. This has caused TP&W to try to not just maximize use over time, but to 

maximize use over time with the maintenance of the stocks through recharge. 

Finally, price of the resource in terms of recreational fisheries like the Texas striped 

bass fisheries is a rather vague issue. Incentive for profit is nonexistent, and in 

Howe's Basic Condition n, the opportunity cost of the resource must be redefined 

for the Texas striped bass. Overall, the Howe model is an excellent basis for study 

of Texas striped bass, but is still only a basis. This paper has expanded the Howe 

model to fit well with recreational fisheries, both in general and when looking at 

Texas striped bass fisheries. 

Overall, this paper has attempted to form the basis of economic theory for 

the striped bass in Texas reservoirs. Through the use and adaptation of general 

theories of policy control and the Howe model, along with the theory of the striped 
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bass lake as a regional economy, a solid foundation has been built for the striped 

bass as an important gamefish in the economy of Texas However, without further 

study in the biology and ecology of the Texas striped bass, better economic studies 

will be, for the most part, impossible. When researching for this paper, three 

important issues arose in the study of striped bass as a resource. 

Stock Estimation for Studies 

One problem with the study and estimation of policies in striped bass 

fisheries is the inabihty of stock estimation. At no time is the stock of striped bass in 

Texas lakes able to be estimated. Because of the uncontrollable factors of natural 

recharge and the environment, the natural change in stocks from year to year is 

completely different. For this reason, there is no real model that can be used for 

study in Texas striper fisheries. For example, a study of costs of government 

stocking and stock increases is needed for pohcy analysis. Numbers of the average 

cost per fish per year is available, and that number, since 1986 has been between 

$.03 and $.15. Numbers offish stocked, both fiy and fingerhng, are readily 

available. The problem Ues in the numbers offish harvested and the size of the 

stocks. Because of this, a study of this nature becomes difficuh at best, and for this 

reason, pohcies in Texas lakes of striped bass, both in recharge and in regulation, has 

historically been a hit or miss situation. 

By undertaking an estimation of current stocks, many things could be 

accomplished, but many drawbacks would occur. As far as positive results, an in 
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depth analysis of stocks will allow more study to be done on the history of the 

stocking program in Texas Also, by knowing the populations of stripers in the 

different lakes, a better idea of pohcy controls such as bag and size limits, and also 

future lake-specific stocking pohcies will be possible. However, the drawback to 

this plan is the difficulty in estimation. A proper way of estimating striped bass 

stocks in Texas lakes varies for each lake. Every lake is different, and each 

estimation will be inaccurate to different degrees. If anything, the total estimation, 

based on the inaccurate lake estimations, will not be credible. It will be a guess, but 

nothing more. Also, an estimation of this size will be costly. Although the demand 

for fishing hcenses in Texas is very inelastic, and a study of this size could be funded, 

it would be a painstakingly long and cost-intensive process. Finally, if the estimation 

was done, and to an accurate degree, the dynamics of fisheries says that an 

estimation done this year will be obsolete next year. 

Because of the lack of information regarding stocks, TP&W has in the past 

undertaken striped bass recharge and introduction projects based on other 

information. Their current pohcy is to stocks lakes where bass have historically 

survived, and also large, deep lakes where the bass have the best possibility of 

survival. In effect, TP&W has used a biological basis for stocking programs of late 

New lakes are stocked on a very hmited basis, and current pohcy is aimed more 

toward enhancing the striped bass waters that have either ah-eady been estabhshed, 

or have the best ecological chance for striped bass survival. This means that the 

economic aspect of striped bass fishing does not play a large role in the decision 
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making processes within TP&W Although it is of some importance, economics do 

not play an integral role in their poUcy. 

Harvest Control and Estimation 

Another large blockade to research into striped bass fisheries is the lack of 

information in regards to harvest of striped bass in Texas lakes. In general, fisheries 

resources seem to be the most unpredictable area of natural resources economics 

This is due to many reasons, but three important factors are most prevalent First, 

the recharge rate, although positive, is not a constant The difference in recmitment 

of stocks into the harvestable categories seems to have large swings from year to 

year. One year may have excellent recmitment, and the next year may have little or 

no recruitment. Second, resource removal costs are also unpredictable. One year, 

stock may be taken rather easily, while the next year, the average catch my cost 

more per pound offish due to external factors. Third, the resource is mobile. The 

research and exploration costs are nearly constant, not sunk, and must be continually 

paid in order to continuously locate the stock over tune. So, when compared to 

other industries, such as the oil industry, fisheries economics is not an exact science 

hen an oil company wants to extract oil, it locates oil through the technology 

available, searches, and either finds oil or fails. When oil is found, the extraction is 

constant, and is done until the resource is extinguished. Theoretically, the best rate 

of extraction is studied in order to maximize use over time. The fisheries case is 

much more complex. Fish are located, and harvest begins. Harvest varies due to 
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movement offish, weather, and harvest technique Over time harvest is incalculable, 

due to the mobihty and unpredictabihty of the resource This drives the user of the 

resource to try to maximize present benefits in uncertainty, and the resource is used 

with no regard for optimal time use. Although this example is limited, it shows the 

general problems associated with fisheries resources harvest compared to the 

simpler, more calculable extraction of oil resources. 

In terms of striped bass harvest estimation TP&W has done much to keep 

the harvest levels low enough to have some control over the stock changes over 

time. By imposing limits and other restrictions discussed earlier, the 

overexploitation issue due to recreational fisheries has, in their opinion, been 

contained. Through regulation, one variable factor has been narrowed in variance, 

and with control of harvest, TP&W has made the management of striped bass easier 

In addition, stocking programs have enabled TP&W to keep the recharge levels 

positive. However, two extremely important questions remain that TP&W is still 

unable to answer. How many fish are there? Also, is the stock quantity and quality 

being preserved? The answer to these questions need to be answered before any 

actual statistical studies can be done. 

Policv Enforcement 

One final note of concern is the effectiveness of policy control, and 

specifically limits, on the number of striped bass harvested. In past studies on other 

species, the effectiveness of limit enforcement is a major factor in the management of 
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the fish species. If the controls are poorly enforced, the striped bass may suffer in 

terms of stocks and size distribution If they are enforced, the stocks should, in 

theory, be maintained if the limits are correctly set. Are the hmits set correctly, and, 

if so, are they enforced successfully What has been covered so far points to the fact 

that they have been enforced well, because stocks are still in high numbers, but the 

exact effect is not known. No study has been done for statewide limits and their 

effectiveness on striped bass stocks. Without this, a better basis for hmits and of 

general pohcy controls, cannot be attained. 

The final question that remains is what this paper has accomplished The 

purpose was to study the striped bass in the context of the economics of natural 

resources. Through a rather strong theoretical basis, the striped bass could be 

covered, and a regional model of what can be called "striper economics" could be 

done. In addition, h has been shown that the Texas Department of Parks and 

Wildlife has, through their implementation of regulations and recharge pohcies, acted 

as a monopohstic controller with the maintenance and size of the resource as the 

main priority. Overall, the Texas striped bass has come a long way since the first 

138 were released as an experiment in 1965. As the stocks increased, more lakes 

became ehgible for stocking, and the number of striped bass anglers began to rise 

This has continuously been the case in the last 25 years, and currently, the striped 

bass is finally becoming recognized as a major Texas sportfish. Thanks to the 

TP&W's experimental implementation of striped bass stocking in Texas reservoirs. 
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an important natural resource has been added to Texas waters, and a regional 

economic system has developed. 
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